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Student body government aims to ban smoking on campus
By Mark Kobzik
Staff Writer

UNH’s Student Senate will be voting on a smoking ban for all UNH
properties on Nov. 22. The smoking ban will mean that students, faculty,
and staff will be prohibited from smoking cigarettes and cigars on the
campus. Off-campus apartments, Main Street, and other areas outside of
the UNH campus will be free from this ban. Smokeless tobacco will not
be prohibited under this resolution.
This proposal started during the summer as Cam Cook, student
body president, made this a part of the Student Master Plan. Cook, along
with Ryan Grogan, and Emily Counts, the chair of health and wellness
led the proposal. Cook saw that many other campuses around New England had smoking bans, and said, “This was a big selling point. From
a safety and health perspective and the empirical evidence we have…
I think we should do it. I sure it won’t be unanimous, but it’s for the
greater good.”
Cook sees that stronger enforcement of the 20-foot rule, which prohibits students from smoking within 20 feet of any building, will not be
effective enough. He said, “There are those who are sometimes not willing to stand up and help enforce the 20 foot rule. It can be ineffective. I
believe that a smoking ban, with all of the health research we have, is a
better idea.”
Emily Counts led the effort to enact this ban. As chair of health and
wellness, she researched this topic a lot working with Health Services
and the Office of Community Standards. 2015 New Hampshire Higher
Education Alcohol, Tobacco and Other Drug Survey reported that, of
students who responded when asked if they are in favor of a smoking
ban, 45 percent said yes while 32 percent said no, and 22 percent said
they were undecided.
A UNH Institutional Data Report from Spring of 2015 reported
that daily use of cigarettes within the past 30 days, was only 1.4 percent.
The students reporting that they had never smoked cigarettes was 76.1
percent. The rate of cigar and clove cigarettes was lower in the category
of daily use. Counts said, “This low use of tobacco on campus is one
of our strongest selling points for this ban. There are 15,000 graduates
and undergraduates here so with only under 3 percent smoking daily it
makes sense that we have this ban.”
Counts realizes that the motto, “Live Free or Die” is important
SMOKING
continued on Page 3
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Facts from no-smoking.com and tobaccofreecampus.org

Swab and rescue Relay for life around the corner
By Tyler Kennedy
Staff Writer

Kyle Kittredge/Staff

Jacqueline Marshall tells students about the Gift of Life.
By Kyle Kittredge
Staff Writer

Especially for college students rushing about, time is of the
utmost importance. And now an
easy, quick and harmless way to
help save someone’s life is just a
cheek swab away.
The Gift of Life is an or-

ganization trying to give UNH
students the opportunity to join
the national public bone marrow
registry through a public cheek
swabbing event on campus. This
past Tuesday the organization had
a table set up in the Murkland
SWAB
continued on Page 3

Even though UNH doesn’t
host its annual Relay for Life
for another 6 months, committee members and team captains
are already in the full swing of
organizing it. The kickoff event
for the Relay for Life was held on
Tuesday night in the MUB, where
committee members gave a layout
of how this year’s event would go.
Relay for Life is a national
movement in which individuals
can form teams that pledge to
raise money and take part in an
overnight community walk.
The date of the relay is Saturday, April 23. Beginning at 12
p.m., the event will carry on into
the next day until 6 a.m. The
length of this year’s Relay differs
from last year’s event, which lasted for a full 24 hours. As for the
reasoning behind the time change,
committee members point to the

fact that 18 hours would be a
much more manageable amount
of time to ask participants to
spend.
“By doing this, we believe it
will make people want to stay longer for the majority of the event.
…We really want people to stay
longer, enjoy more, and participate,” said McKenzie Baker, who
serves as one of the student event
chairs for this particular relay
event.
Also at the kickoff event was
the announcement of the official
theme to this year’s relay: 90s
throwback.
As of Nov.11, 20 teams and
over 70 participants have signed
up for the event, raising an approximate amount of $5,300.
The goal for this year’s event as a
whole is listed as $95,000 and individual members and teams can
set their individual goals at their
own liking.
Founded on a national scale

in 1985, Relay for Life has now
been implemented into over 5,200
communities and 20 countries.
The official website for Relay for
Life notes that the movement has
raised nearly five billion dollars
to benefit the American Cancer
Society.
Tara Dickey, an American
Cancer Society staff partner, has
been involved the UNH Relay
for Life event since 2005 and
has since seen a large amount
of growth in how the event has
panned out.
“When we started in 2005,
we really had to do a lot of education around what Relay is…
and as the years have gone on,
we have found that more and
more students are coming here (to
UNH) looking for a relay to get
involved in,” said Dickey.
The Relay for Life at UNH
RELAY
continued on Page 3
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The Huddleston Ballroom was ﬁlled with food from various countries including Cambodia, Russia, China, Thailand, Korea, Brazil, Egypt, India,
Italy and more on Friday Nov. 6.

TNH Arts takes a look at the Beantown Swing Dance, which was held on
Sunday night in the MUB by the Hepcats Swing Dance Club.

Hardly hard on Hardy

Albany bound

15

13
Sam Donnelly thinks the Cowboys and the NFL failed by not punishing
Greg Hardy more severely for a domestic violence issue in this week’s
Donnelly’s Dossier.

UNH travels to Albany on Saturday to take on the Great Danes. The Wildcats are on the prowl to secure a playoff spot to keep their hopes alive.

This Week in Durham

Viewing Slew Hampshire

Nov. 12
• Mind to Hand to Paper &
The Artists Revealed, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 10
a.m. - 4 p.m.
• Clothesline Project T-Shirt
Making, MUB 203, 12:30
p.m. - 2 p.m.
• Celebrity Series: Paul
Taylor 2, Johnson Theatre
PCAC, 7 - 9:30 p.m.

Nov. 14

• Mind to Hand to Paper
& The Artists Revealed,
PCAC, 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.

Nov. 13

• DBS Seminar, SLS G70, 12
p.m. - 1 p.m.
• Whalebone to Steel: The
Shape of Fashion, University Museum, Dimond
Library, 12 p.m. - 4 p.m.
• Study Abroad Info Session,
MUB 302, 2 p.m. - 3 p.m.
• UNH Student Chamber
Ensembles, Bratton Recital
Hall, 8 p.m.

Nov. 15

• Mind to Hand to Paper
& The Artists Revealed,
PCAC, 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
• UNH Chamber Singers,
Johnson Theatre, 8 p.m.
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“American Backwoods: Slew Hampshire,” written and produced by UNH alum of ’89, Adam “Flood” Reed, is a gory,
graphic, splatter and erotica-ﬁlled ﬁlm.
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SWAB

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
courtyard to raise awareness and
swab students.
“A simple cheek swab takes
about 60 seconds and if [students]
do that, they can see if they get a
genetic match with someone who
needs a stem cell or bone marrow
transplant,” explained Jacqueline
Marshall, a junior genetics major
and campus ambassador for the
Gift of Life at UNH.
Throughout the year, as part
of her position, Marshall will set
up drives to get students on the
registry, get more volunteers, and
raise awareness for the Gift of
Life.
“It’s a rewarding job,” she
said.
The Gift of Life’s goal is to
“add up to 1,000 students to the
registry and raise $1,000 each
year,” according to their information board.
“It takes literally a minute,
and it could save someone’s life,”
members of the group said to students passing by.
Many with blood cancers,
such as leukemia and lymphoma,
are in need of bone marrow or
stem cell transplants to produce
blood cells since these diseases
have damaged their bone marrow,
which produces blood cells in the
body.
And, according to The Gift
of Life website, 1 in 200 Americans will receive a stem cell transplant in their lifetime.
Another important fact about
the cause, Marshall said, is “about
1 in 1000 will be called to be a
bone marrow match.”

RELAY

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
has now become one of the top
ten events in New England, haven raised over a combined total
of a million dollars through the
past ten years.
As mentioned earlier, there
are still six months until the ofﬁcial event, yet that hasn’t stopped
team captains from completing
recruitment measures.
Luk Bell is the captain of
his team, the Sawyer Sharks, and

SMOKING

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
to New Hampshire citizens, but
states that “once it infringes on
someone else’s right to live free, or
die, than that’s a problem.” Counts
also wants students to know about
the threat of second hand smoke
which according to the Center
for Disease Control, 2.5 million
nonsmokers since 1964 have died
from second hand smoke. The
CDC also recommends that smoking bans on public property is one
of the way to eliminate second
hand smoking.
Counts said, “I do really hope
this passes. But if it does there will
still be a lot of work to do in terms
of implementation. There are parts
of the teacher’s contracts that al-
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“So the more people we get
on the registry the more chance
there is that someone will get
that match to save their life,” she
added.
The process is simple: Go
to the table, ﬁll out basic information about yourself, do four
cheek swabs on each side of your
mouth, label it.
Sometime after, participants
may receive a call about being a
match with someone and will be
asked to donate bone marrow or
stem cells for the person. However, the option to donate is always voluntary.
At Tuesday’s event, once
students completed the process
they were offered free items such
as water bottles and Dunkin’ Donuts coffee, donuts and munchkins.
“At other places you have to
ﬁll out all the medical forms and
it takes like 20 minutes, Marshall
said, “so we’re trying to make
this quick and efﬁcient for college students who need to get
from here to there.”
Students in attendance believed that the awareness of this
issue was important as well.
“I think it’s a good example
of a big issue, and shows willingness to do something bigger than
just yourself,” junior Morgan
Lynch said.
“It’s a quick and easy way
to do it, too,” Lynch commented,
“since a lot of students are busy.”
The Gift of Life foundation
will have another event on Dec.
6. called Grow and Mow for
Marrow in the Strafford Room
from 12 to 3 p.m. where they will
swab more students for the registry.
has already seen his current team
match the size of his team last
year.
“We’re trying to make it a
lot more successful this year, and
I feel like getting an early start
is going to be the best way to do
that. Just getting the word out…
and getting out to as many people as possible will do us good,”
Bell said.
Participants are encouraged
to sign up online before spring
when the price of registration
will be increased.

low them to smoke, so working
with the Teacher’s Union and the
administration would be the next
step if this passes… Clean air,
that’s what I am hoping for.”
Emily Counts and Cam Cook
also recommended that students
come to this Student Senate vote
on Nov. 22 at Paul College Room
165, because they look forward
to talking with students and hearing the differing points of view.
Counts said, “Most people are for
this. They’d like to see this. The
hardest part will be the implementation.” Counts long-term plan
is to see a ﬁne for those caught
smoking on campus, and classes
held for those who addicted. According to Counts, all of this information is still being decided and
will be part of the discussion come
the voting date.
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Get your free Official Debit Card
of the UNH Wildcats.
Available with any checking account, including FREE Student Checking.

FREE ATM fees worldwide*
FREE Instantly issued Visa® debit card at any branch or
available online
FREE Online banking, bill pay and mobile apps with
remote check deposit**
FREE While supplies, last, get your UNH Wildcat scarf! ***

Visit our ATMs in the UNH Field House
and Whittemore Center.
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A look at a horror movie by UNH Alum Adam “Flood” Reed
By GABRIELLE
LAMONTAGNE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Halloween may be long
gone, but if you’re looking to continue your own personal spooky
ﬁlm fest, go watch American
Backwoods: Slew Hampshire.
American Backwoods: Slew
Hampshire, written and produced
by UNH Alum of ’89, Adam
“Flood” Reed, is a gory, graphic,
splatter- and erotica-ﬁlled ﬁlm. If
that’s what entices you, this ﬁlm
is perfect. If you’re a little more
squeamish or have heart problems, maybe stay home. The plot
involves a men’s camping weekend in northern New Hampshire,
near the Canadian border and a
creepy set of supporting characters that allow for the plot twist
that turns human life into a dangerous hunting game. There’s
also a lot of psychological terror
realized through rape, separation,
and abandonment. The plot of this
movie takes a frightening twist
from mostly lighthearted comedy
into the surreal and distressing
events held by a mentally disturbed group of people. Inspiration for such a nerve-racking tale
came from a variety of sources.
“The ﬁlm is something of a
hybrid horror - in that it intermeshes a number of horror sub-genres
- so the idea was to introduce
enough devices and conventions
to create a sense of familiarity for
the viewer before diverging from
formula and creating an entirely
new and unique narrative ride into

some uncharted terrifying territory,” Reed said. In that way, it is
both a love letter AND a middle
ﬁnger to the genre.”
A terrifying mix of nightmare and psychological thriller
with suspenseful and gruesome
violence makes up the majority
of this ﬁlm, with a pinch comedy
and poetry to top it off.
Thankfully, Reed says he enjoyed his life in New Hampshire.
The reason he chose to ﬁlm a horror story here, is that, “[he] began
to give careful consideration to
which kind of story/genre might
best suit our individual and collective talents and sensibilities…
[B]efore [he] knew it, [he] was
in full-blown pre-production on a
horror ﬁlm set in the backwoods
of the great Granite State,” said
Reed.
Reed, who wrote, cast, directed, produced, edited, and did
even more for this ﬁlm, enjoyed
writing and viewing the ﬁnal
product more than directing.
According to Reed, “writing
some of the more intense and explicit material allowed me to mine
dark, disturbing corners of human
instinct and behavior - and that’s
almost therapeutic. The creative
writing process is cathartic in that
fashion. Finding ways to meld
the puerile behavior with heavy
themes and juxtapose manmade
terror against natural beauty are
what made writing this script particularly challenging and rewarding,” whereas he preferred collaborating with cast and crew more
than the internal battle produced

COURTESY PHOTO

A still picture from the movie American Backwoods: Slew Hampshire.
by “simultaneously acting as both
producer and director.” Overall,
he especially enjoys the ﬁnale
of the ﬁlm, which “features the
violent collision of several major
characters and themes.”
While some actors in the ﬁlm
were chosen in Reed’s mind as he
wrote the script, others, such as
lead Dayo Okeniyi, auditioned.
Actors in this ﬁlm came from both
the West and East coasts, as Reed
considered people that he worked
with and knew in Los Angeles as
well as back home in New England, while also holding auditions. In fact, supporting actor
Mike Apple is also a UNH Alum.
The ﬁlm’s crew also was taken

from both coasts and of various
experience levels.
Reed admires and is grateful to his cast and crew working
on a low-budget production, as he
said, “We were a bare bones group
- a skeleton crew in the strongest
sense - and everyone worked tirelessly, sometimes in cold, wet, uncomfortable conditions.”
Reed advised aspiring writers, producers, directors, videographers, and entrepreneurs of all
sorts to, “Do the work…It’s that
simple. You don’t become a true
master of any craft unless you
devote a lifetime to it - so don’t
attempt to climb Everest before
you’ve put on your pack and laced

up your boots.”
He added that a little rejection shouldn’t shut down your
dreams, saying, “Use your head,
follow your heart and trust your
gut.” Luckily, it seems UNH
provided him an inspiring atmosphere. In fact, two scenes from
Slew Hampshire were ﬁlmed on
UNH campus, with University
permission of course.
This ﬁlm is twice as creepy
as any other movie you’ll ﬁnd
out there today, possibly including Carrie and Psycho. Also: look
forward to further ﬁlms from this
uber-creative former Wildcat.
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International Luncheon showcases 17 countries
By HADLEY
BARNDOLLAR
STAFF WRITER

The smell of warm spices
ﬁlled the Huddleston Ballroom on
Friday Nov. 6 as students awaited
the start of the International Luncheon. Student volunteers from
the international community,
many of them hailing from Fairchild Hall, cooked food dishes
from 17 different countries.
Countries represented at the
luncheon included Cambodia,
Russia, China, Thailand, Korea,
Brazil, Egypt, India, Italy, United Arab Emirates, Netherlands,
Ethiopia, Chile, Turkey, Armenia,
Yemen and Nepal. Students were
in charge of selecting and cooking
their own dishes, as well as serving them to the public.
According to International
Luncheon chairman Morgan
Lynch, planning for the event
began in September and cooking
began nearly a week prior.
“This is a volunteer-run
event by students from Fairchild

Hall and others from the international community that come together to share that spirit,” Lynch
said. “The point is to appreciate
the community we have here, not
many people know how many different cultures we represent.”
The luncheon was funded
by the Student Activity Fee Committee. Food storage took place
in Fairchild Hall and Holloway
Commons in the days leading up.
“Watching and smelling my
residents cook all week, it’s been
killing me because I haven’t
been able to taste test,” said Fairchild Hall Residence Assistant
Jacob Moss prior to the event.
“I’m excited to support them and
get a taste of all of this delicious
food.”
The luncheon was open to
the public, serving at 11:30 a.m.
and 12:45 p.m. A large number of students and community
members gathered for the meal,
representing the full spectrum of
cultures.
“We have so much good
food we can share,” Lynch said.

Countries featured
from Around the
World
•Armenia
•Brazil
•Cambodia
•Chile
•China
•Egypt
•Ethiopia
•India
•Italy

•Korea
•Nepal
•Netherlands
•Russia
•Thailand
•Turkey
•United Arab
Emirates
•Yemen

ALLISON BELLUCCI/STAFF

Pictures above showcase the decor and food that were put on for the International Luncheon. UNH
students and dining staff joined together to make dishes from as many as 17 countries, in which
students were able to indulge.
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Wanna know what’s
got Gnarlz so
grumpy? Check out
this week’s Wildcat
Country!
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Alex Honnold climbs into the Portsmouth Music Hall Loft
By ELIZABETH HAAS
STAFF WRITER

Each of the Loft’s 124 seats was full.
Thirty-year-old rock climber Alex “No-BigDeal” Honnold stood in front of the crowd
in a red t-shirt, cracking jokes and ﬂipping
through slides and videos of himself rock
climbing and doing one-armed pull-ups as a
kid, holding his sister as extra weight.

“ I wasn’t really good at
anything else; my dad
would belay me in the
gym for hours.”

Alex Honnold
Rock climber

Honnold, one of the best-known climbers worldwide, presented his ﬁrst book,
“Alone on the Wall,” at the Portsmouth
Music Hall Loft Tuesday evening as part of
the Music Hall’s innovation and leadership
series. Honnold is known for free soloing,
which is climbing alone without a rope or
other safety gear. His book details some of
his ﬁrst and most memorable solos, along
with other major roped ascents, and culminating with his ascent of the Fits Roy Traverse in Patagonia.
Honnold co-wrote “Alone on the
Wall,” with mountaineer and author David
Roberts, who was unable to attend the event
due to illness.

“Without [Roberts] this book wouldn’t
exist,” Honnold told the crowd.
Roberts approached Honnold about cowriting a book over two years ago, and they
decided to each write half of the book; Honnold recounting his climbs in the ﬁrst person, and Roberts drawing on other climbers’
voices to place Honnold’s accomplishments
into perspective. According to Honnold,
Roberts was worried that Honnold would be
too modest in his recounts if he wrote the
book alone.
Honnold’s sold-out Power Point presentation with a question and answer session began at 7p.m., but those who were unable to secure tickets were invited to a book
signing in the Loft lobby at eight. The line
for pictures and autographs wound around
the bar and back to the theater entrance, and
Honnold signed the last book just before 9
p.m.
In his presentation, Honnold gave an
overview of the book, beginning with his
ﬁrst free solos as a 19-year-old and ending
with the Fits Traverse in February 2014.
“I wasn’t really good at anything else,”
said Honnold, explaining how he was immediately taken with climbing as a 10-yearold. “My dad would belay me in the gym
for hours.”
Honnold explained that the book follows his climbing progression, moving
from the gearless simplicity of free soloing
to more technical and complex mountaineering. After he was featured on “National
Geographic” and “60 Minutes” in 2008 for
free soloing two-thousand-foot routes in Yosemite, Honnold became known for climb-

LOFT continued on Page 7

ELIZABETH HAAS/STAFF

Rock climber Alex Honnold signs a copy of his book “Alone on the Wall” at the
Portsmouth Music Hall Loft on Tuesday night. The well-known climber spoke to
fans in Portsmouth as part of the “Writers at the Loft” series.

Hepcats host Beantown Swing Dance in MUB
By TIM DRUGAN-EPPICH
STAFF WRITER

ABIGAEL SLEEPER/STAFF

Hepcats members Kelly Lonergan and Jamison Couture
demonstrate classic swing dance moves in the MUB’s Strafford
Room. The Hepcats Swing Dance Club hosted their “Beantown
Swing Dance” last Sunday night from 7 to 11 p.m.

“Puttin’ on the Ritz”, a song written by Irving
Berlin in the early 20th century, emanated from the
Strafford Room as a glance inside showed people
dancing like it was 80 years in the past.
The Beantown Swing Dance was held on Sunday night in the MUB by the Hepcats Swing Dance
Club. One of two dances the club puts on a semester, upwards of 70 students showed up with at
least 20 community members also taking part in
the festivities.
Kelly Lonergan, a sophomore member of the
Hepcats, said that these dances are a chance for a
different kind of social interaction that students
normally experience. Because of the close proximity to others when dancing, it can put people out
of their comfort zone.
“When you’re ﬁrst starting, you’ll feel uncomfortable,” she said. “But there are many people
who have met their boyfriend or girlfriend through
this group.”
Not only is the chance for love a realistic outcome of the dance, so is a good workout.
“I think it’s the most fun form of exercise,”
Lonergan said.
Jamison Couture, a junior and head of the club
was dressed in a bright blue shirt and was sporting
a bowtie. Couture said that he had gotten involved
with swing dancing his freshman year as a way to

relax.
“As an engineering major, it is quite a bit different from everything else I do,” he said.

“ When you’re first starting,
you’ll feel uncomfortable,
but there are many people
who have met their boyfriend or girlfriend through
this group. ”

Kelly Lonergan

Hepcats member

Couture said that if there was any major more
represented than others in the group, it was the
math and science majors. He said that it was probably because so much stress was involved in those
majors, so much exactness necessary when dealing
with small margins of error.
“Swing dance is a chance to just let go,” he
said.
The music was provided by the Beantown

DANCE continued on Page 9
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Wildcat Country: A Cretaceous Course Conundrum
By Ben French

DO YOUR PART.
RECYCLE WHEN
YOU’RE DONE
READING.

New Hampshire artist puts an environmental spin on art
By MATT JAMES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Tim Gaudreau, a devoted
and well-known environmental
artist and activist, sat down for an
interview Friday in Portsmouth’s
White Heron Coffee and Tea. He
was sporting a full, light-brown
beard, a ponytail, and a plastic
cup that held his coffee. He usually brings a mug from home, but
had forgotten to that day.
“I’m just a guy trying to do
the best I can,” said Gaudreau.
“I’m part of the culture that is
screwing things up, and I have to
admit that.”
That plastic cup Gaudreau
was drinking out of was just one
example that he used to explain
he’s just a regular person, though
he tries to set a good example
with his life and art.
At 46-years-old and as a
vegetarian of 20 years, Gaudreau
currently owns 100 acres of land
in Barnstead, 15 of which is used
to feed himself and his wife and
daughter. He has a number of environmentally engaging art projects under his belt one of which is
called, “Green Furniture.”
Yep, you guessed it, it’s furniture literally made from the
Earth.
Gaudreau’s inspiration for
this piece came from his “search
for a commercially manufactured couch made from sustainable, non-toxic materials.” These
couches, bursting with green
grass for cushions, can be seen
and used for leisure in both nearby Portsmouth and Newburyport,
Massachusetts.
“Nature has become an ab-

LOFT
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ing without a rope, though he says
he uses safety gear for most of his
climbs. He wrote “Alone on the
Wall” in part to change his image of being known simply as a
free soloer and to highlight some
of his most notable roped accomplishments and the challenges he
faced to complete them.
With “Alone on the Wall’s”
Nov. 9 release, Portsmouth was
Honnold’s ﬁrst stop on his threeweek book tour. Though he has
never climbed in the state, he
didn’t have time to sample New
Hampshire granite before leaving
to present in New York City.
The Music Hall Loft, lo-

stract concept; something that we
see through a car window, passing
at 55 mph,” Gaudreau states on
his website. “With ‘Green Furniture’, I aim to inspire deceleration, a pause to look and observe
a landscape while literally asking
a potential sitter to embrace the
cool, green, comfortable grass.”
One of Gaudreau’s most well
known projects is called, SelfPortrait: 365 Days of Considered
Consumption and can be seen at
New England Institute of Art in
Brookline, Massachusetts.
This work consists of 365
days of Gaudreau photographing
everything that contributed to his
carbon footprint with such things
as, “driving to the store; the cost
of growing the food [from the
store, which includes fuel, fertilizer and pesticides; the packaging; the transportation of the
products to the store, the utilities
to keep food fresh; electricity for
my own refrigerator; and ﬁnally,
the disposal of the remaining
packaging.”
As the overlapping photos
on the high walls of the Institute
of Art prove, Gaudreau literally
tracked everything that contributed to his carbon footprint, every
day. He even calculated out such
carbon emitters as his breathing
impact, electrical and heating use,
and mailing/shipping contributions.
“I’ve always had an instinct
to communicate something,” said
Gaudreau on Friday afternoon. “I
see myself as an interpreter of the
science and one would hope with
some emotional impact.”
Gaudreau chooses to take a
more self-analytical approach to
cated at 131 Chester Street in
Portsmouth, hosts 15 writers annually for book talks and signings. Through its partnership with
UNH, the Music Hall also offers
$10 student tickets for select
performances, including White
Christmas this Dec. 9 to the 20,
and free admission with student
ID to Music Hall ﬁlms at its 28
Chestnut Street location.

TNH

We have issues.

his work by critiquing himself
and presenting it through his art.
He stated, “I would love to
have permission to tell people
what to do, but even a little success with that wouldn’t be longlasting. I just want to set a good
example on how one should live.”
Not all of Gaudreau’s work
critiques only himself, but also
the society in which we live. An
example of this could be seen in a
previous type of experimental art
called Suburban Sprawl Development “Phase I at Branch Hill
Farm 2003.”
This project took place at
Moose Mountain Regional Greenways in Milton Mills. It consisted of Gaudreau and a number
of community volunteers staking
out housing development plans
on this protected conserved land.
Dressed to ﬁt the part of housing
and roadway development workers, the volunteers and Gaudreau
himself, pounded in stakes and
little orange ﬂags to imitate the
“rampant housing developments
quickly spreading across New
England.”
“I try to include some kind of
sense of humor into all my work,”
said Gaudreau. “It’s a disarming
device.”
Community members not
involved in the project witnessed
this imitation development occurring and came over to ﬁnd out
what was happening to their protected land. After Gaudreau and
his staff informed that it was only
a spoof to get people to “wakeup,” they received a pamphlet on
the effects of development and
what they could do to slow it in
their area.

“I strive to educate and advocate without pissing people off,”
said Gaudreau. “We need real,
bold action now.”

“ I’m just a guy

trying to do the
best I can. I’m part
of the culture that
is screwing things
up, and I have to
admit that.”

Tim Gaudreau

Environmental artist
and activist
A UNH graduate of 1992,
Gaudreau came to this place of activist artistry around 10-11 years
ago during George W. Bush’s
presidency, a time when as he put
it, “any activism, environmental
or political issue that didn’t match
up with the party in power was
demonized and shut down.” His
art, at this point, changed its tone.
“These issues need to be discussed and my job is to do just
that,” said Gaudreau. “I came to
this place where I’d say, ‘I don’t
care if you don’t like my work, I
don’t care if you don’t like me.”
A project called “h(B.E.E.)”
took place in Boston at the Museum of Science and the Boston
Center of the Arts. Here, posing
as the C.E.O. of a company advocating for artiﬁcial pollination
rather than through the work of

native bee’s, Gaudreau tried to
convince the audience to invest
in such a company. Incorporating dancers to present the artiﬁcial and “ritualistic pollination”
of prop trees created a sense of
beauty to it all. Really there was
nothing beautiful to it because this
type of business is what destroys
the native honeybee populations
and that is what Gaudreau tried to
ultimately get across. Gaudreau
ﬁnished the whole presentation
without coming out of character even throughout the audience
questions at the end about what
exactly they would be supporting. In an email, Gaudreau said
the “reaction ranged the full spectrum from anger to awe,” of the
performance.
As an “activist-artist”, Gaudreau must be willing to accept
criticism and people constantly
watching to point out when he is
ﬂawed. A number of State Legislators rejected Gaudreau’s work
and tried to say it was not art after
he received the NH State Council
Artist Fellowship Award in 2003.
Bringing into light and presenting your own opinions of
controversial topics is exactly
what keeps Gaudreau going. You
can bet that there will be plenty
more controversial works and
awareness project ideas coming
out Gaudreau’s barn studio on his
farm in the near future.
“I demand that everybody
work on this problem from whatever vocation they are,” said
Gaudreau. “Very few people
understand we do not need technological innovations to save us
from climate change, we have the
tools we need now.”

Do you like to paint, draw, take photographs or make
other art?
Submit your
orginal work to
tnh.arts@gmail.com, and
you could become a
featured student artist in our new

Spotlight on
Student Art.

section:
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UNH Writers Series presents Sonya Huber
By ZERINA BAJRAMOVIC
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last Thursday evening in
the MUB, Sonya Huber was a
guest in the UNH Writers Series. She read her book, “Opa
Nobody” to an audience of more
than 60 people packed into the
small theater.
“Opa Nobody” introduces
Sonya Huber’s life in comparison with her grandfather’s. The
story started when Huber faced
struggles in her own life as an
activist that allowed her to ﬁnd
meaning and answers when researching about her grandfather,
Heina Buschman, who was a
committed anti-Nazi activist and
German socialist.

“ If you do even a

half an hour a day,
even in a journal,
you’ll discover you
have a lot of really
important things
to say and write
about.”
Sonya Huber

Nonﬁction Writer

Before Huber even started,
comments to the author circled
the theater: “Your biggest fan”
and “I loved your book” was
heard in the crowded room. People were walking in with their
own copies of “Opa Nobody.”
“My friend is sick,” Cheyenne Brown said, she was holding a copy of Huber’s book.
“She asked me to bring it to get
it signed.”
Huber’s voice was soft and
calm as she began reading from
her book; there wasn’t any sign
from the audience of boredom or
impatience. When she was done
reading, there didn’t seem to be
enough time for the Q & A session as hands ﬂew into the air,

asking Huber for more information about her writing.
There was a lot of interest
in Huber’s play with ﬁction and
nonﬁction as she introduced a
nonﬁction novel about a person
she hadn’t ever met.
“As a ﬁction student, I
found it interesting you can mix
a little bit,” Brown said. “Nonﬁction is almost relative, you can
add a little bit of your own of
what you think is the truth—as
best you can.”
Another student in the MFA
program for nonﬁction was really interested in speaking with
Huber after the presentation.
“I thought it was really interesting how she talked about
what is truth,” Becca Van Horn
said. “Like what is real and
imagined in that line in nonﬁction, that kind of slippery slope.”
Van Horn was interested
in playing around with Huber’s
technique of writing with ﬁction
and nonﬁction perspectives by
using imagination. She knew it
was important to make that clear
to the reader that perspective was
being played with from listening
to Huber’s story and advice.
“That’s kind of ﬂuid of a
professional writer,” Van Horn
said. “Saying ‘you know what,
I might have done things differently’, I thought that was really
fascinating.”
Another graduate student in
the creative writing program for
ﬁction had a different perspective on the writing style.
“I think that’s really fascinating,” Carter Foster said. “The
way the structure of ﬁction can
work into nonﬁction and the sort
of messiness that one encounters
when they have to reimagine a
scene that happened years and
years ago.”
A senior English major student who was more interested in
literary analysis writing became
interested in taking a course on
creative nonﬁction.
“I really like the advice she
gives on nonﬁction writing,” Andrea Theriault said. “I deﬁnitely
want to take a class in the future
on nonﬁction writing and apply
what she said to it.”
Some advice Huber gave

Only the cool kids write for The Arts...
...donʻt you want to be a cool kid?

Give in to peer pressure.
Write for The Arts.
Contact
Abigael Sleeper at
tnh.arts@gmail.com
or come to our Contributors Meetings,
Mondays at 8pm in
MUB 132.
Trust me. You want to be a cool kid.

was to carry a small notebook
and make it a job to ﬁll it up in
a week.

“ The job of a

nonfiction writer
is to watch the
mind at work...
even when your
thoughts go on
a tangent, the
tangent means
something”

Sonya Huber

“I do these things called obsession notebooks,” Huber said.
“You learn a lot about what you
are interested in.”
Huber thinks the most important thing is to pay attention
all the time, whether it be what
people are saying around you or
just what your mind is saying.
“The job of a nonﬁction writer is to watch the mind at work,”
Huber said. “Philip Lopate said
that, even when your thoughts go
on a tangent, the tangent means
something.”
Losing focus on where your
mind goes isn’t the only struggle
a nonﬁction writer can face. Like
so many other writers, Huber explained she struggles with ﬁnding
time to write.
“If you do even a half an
hour a day, even in a journal,”
Huber said, “you’ll discover you
have a lot of really important
things to say and write about.”
“I do an hour every day,
almost no matter what,” Huber
said. “I get really grouchy if I
don’t write—like people who run
if they don’t run.”
Sonya Huber was the last visiting writer for the fall semester.
The UNH writers series will continue on February 11, 2016 with
nonﬁction writer Benoit DenizetLewis, author of “Travels with
Casey: My Journey Through Our
Dog-Crazy Country.”

ZERINA BAJRAMOVIC/CONTRIBUTING

Writer Sonya Huber speaks in the MUB last Thursday evening as
part of the UNH Writers Series. Huber read from her book “Opa
Nobody” and spoke to students and faculty about her writing
process.
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TNH Test Kitchen:

Go Bananas with Baking
By ABIGAEL SLEEPER
ARTS EDITOR

DANCE

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
Swing Orchestra who had
a 15-piece band with a vocalist belting out tunes from long

Thursday, November 12, 2015
ago. It was a step back in time,
complete with women in glittery
dresses and men, as mentioned
before, in bow ties.
“No one really cares who
you dance with,” said Mariah
Bourdeau, a sophomore. “You
can dance with anyone.”

9

And dance with anyone
people did. There was a different
feel in the room, as strangers of
all skill levels danced together.
“Everyone is just dancing
for the sake of dancing,” Genna
Adair, a sophomore, said.

Ingredients
•
•
•
•

3 very ripe bananas
1 egg
1/3 cup milk
1/2 cup granulated
sugar
• 1/2 cup brown sugar

•
•
•
•

1 1/2 cups ﬂour
1 tsp baking soda
1 tsp salt
1/2 cup chocolate
chips

Directions
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
2. In a large bowl, mash bananas with a fork.
3. Whisk in egg, milk, granulated sugar and
brown sugar.
4. In a separate bowl, combine ﬂour, salt and
baking soda.
5. Add ﬂour mixture to banana mixture; mix well.
6. Stir in chocolate chips.
7. Spoon into 12 muﬃn cups.
8. Bake 25-30 minutes, or until a toothpick inserted into muﬃns comes out clean.
9. Allow to cool.
10. Enjoy!

Diversity Support Coalition
Weekly Meetings

ABIGAEL SLEEPER/STAFF

(Top) The Beantown Swing Orchestra provides music for the swing dancers in the Strafford Room.
(Bottom) UNH students and local community members dance moves taught to them by the Hepcats
Swing Dance Club. The dance was one of two hosted by the Hepcats this semester, and gave
students and locals a chance to take part in an old-fashioned dancing experience.

Newsroom Noise presents...
Elizabeth
“American”
- Lana Del Rey

Ashlyn
“American Soldier”
- Toby Keith

Yourell
“Born to Run”
- Bruce Springsteen

Tom Z.
“Oh Bury Me Not”
- Johnny Cash

Brian
“Made in America”
- Toby Keith

Allie
“Saturday in the Park”
- Chicago

Abbi
“American Daydream”
- Electric Guest

Sam
“American Kids”
- Kenny Chesney

Michaela
“Party in the USA”
- Miley Cyrus

Tyler
“Courtesy of the Red, White and
Blue”
-Toby Keith

-United Asian Coalition (UAC)
Monday 7:00-8:00pm MUB Room 156
-Hillel
Tuesday 6:30-7:30pm DSC MUB Room 145
-Alliance
Tuesday 7:30-9:00pm DSC MUB Room 145
-Black Student Union (BSU)
Wednesday 7:00-8:00pm DSC MUB Room 145
-Native American Cultural Association (NACA)
Thursday 7:00-8:00pm DSC Mub Room 145
-MOSAICO
Thursday 7:00-8:00 pm DSC MUB Room 145
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Why Melissa Click needs to step down as an educator.

A

s a staff of student journalists, The New Hampshire
emphatically
condemns
University of Missouri communication and journalism faculty member
Melissa Click for her actions at a
Concerned Student 1950 protest on
Mizzou’s Carnahan Quad Monday.
Click was recorded on video
telling a student journalist to immediately vacate the (public) premises
where the protest was taking place.
When the student refused, Click can
be heard clearly yelling, “Hey, who
wants to help me get this reporter out
of here? I need some muscle over
here.” Appalling.
It’s as disgusting as it is ironic
that an educator of young minds
has the audacity to overlook the
constitutionally guaranteed rights of
the student journalist to be physically
present on public property and tell
him to leave. That’s not to mention the fact that the freedom of the
press is protected under the First
Amendment, something you’d think
a professor with a PhD in communication from UMass Amherst would
know. Her words and actions on
Monday indicate that maybe that’s
not the case.
However, Click did apologize Tuesday. In the disingenuous
rambling that served more as a
justiﬁcation for her actions than a
sincere apology, Click stated, “My
actions were shaped by exasperation
with a few spirited reporters. From

this experience I have learned about
humanity and humility.”
We learned something about
your actions on that day, too, Dr.
Click. We learned that you’re someone who shouldn’t be educating
young minds, let alone the minds
of our future journalists and media
members.
It is never acceptable to intimidate a person, especially a student
journalist, by calling for “muscle.”
College campuses are places where
freedom of speech and expression,
especially by students, need to ﬂow
freely. What Click did was the complete opposite.
Journalism serves a vital civic
purpose. Our founding fathers knew
that, journalism educators and students at UNH know that, and future
college students and journalists alike
need to know that.
When something important
happens, like a rally being held by
the Concerned Student 1950 group
in response to the terrifyingly unaddressed racism that has run rampant
for far too long on Mizzou’s campus
and in the United States as whole,
the public needs and has the right to
know about it. It’s equally important
to note that those partaking in the
rally have the same rights to express
their opinions and be physically
present in public space.
From what the video portrayed,
the journalist was not belittling,
demeaning or in any way disrupting the movement by reporting on

the event’s undertakings. He was
simply reporting on an event that
has garnered national attention—and
rightly so.
We understand that Click was
emotionally charged and that her
actions at Monday’s rally may not
necessarily represent who she is as
person. But in a time when education, especially about freedom
of speech, is so crucial, students
deserve better.
To students, journalists and
educators out there: know your
rights. Know that you are enabled
by the constitution to freely and
openly express yourself on public
property without facing prosecution. You are allowed to gather and
protest peacefully. Journalists are
allowed to report what they see.
Click was right about one thing
in her apology, “…my actions have
shifted attention away from the students’ campaign for justice.” They
sure have.
Click resigned her “courtesy
appointment” as a member of Mizzou’s journalism department on
Wednesday. But we here at The New
Hampshire do not feel that this action is enough.
Professor Click, do the education system and the social justice
movement in this country a favor,
and step down from your position
as an educator at the University of
Missouri entirely. There’s no room
for censorship.
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 Letters policy
We welcome letters to the editor and aim to publish as many as possible. In writing, please follow these simple guidelines: Keep letters under 300 words. Type
them. Date them. Sign them; make sure they're signed by no more than two people. If you're a student, include your year, major and phone number. Faculty and
staff: Give us your department and phone number. TNH edits for space, clarity, accuracy and vulgarity. Bring letters to our ofﬁce in Room 132 in the MUB, email
them to tnh.editor@unh.edu or send them to The New Hampshire, MUB Room 132, Durham, NH 03824.
Opinions expressed in both signed and unsigned letters to the Editor, opinion pieces, cartoons and columns are not necessarily those of The New Hampshire or
its staff. If you do not see your side of the argument being presented, we invite you to submit a letter to the editor by sending an email to tnh.editor@unh.edu.
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A smoker’s take on the proposed ban

ull disclosure: I smoke.
Owning up to an expensive, smelly, and harmful
habit can be difficult, but pride
isn’t the drive behind addiction.
While I don’t love relinquishing
my mood, health, and wallet to
something that makes you a pariah in many spots around the
country, I enjoy taking a break,
getting a coffee, and guaranteeing I can control my state of
mind for a minute. I also know
that my ability to smoke isn’t reserved to wherever or whenever.
People shouldn’t have to
be around smoke if they don’t
want to, but they will be. In
public spaces, people will spit,
cough, loudly speak on their
cell phone, rip car exhausts, and
blow clouds of smoke. While
yellowed walls, airplanes filled
with a dense cloud and restaurants with imbedded ashtrays

should stay in the ‘90s, people
should still be allowed to respectfully indulge in their own
harmful habits.
On Nov. 22, UNH’s Student
Senate is voting on a measure
that would ban smoking on
campus. Regardless of the ban
passing or not, people will continue to smoke (or vape). If you
were in the woods on campus in
a snowstorm or walking down
an empty road at 3 a.m., many
students would be inclined to
smoke something more prohibited than cigarettes.
On nights when vehicles
and scooters swerve recklessly
through campus and vomit gets
tracked along the sidewalks, I’m
constantly asked for a cigarette.
Whether it’s someone weeping,
stressed, or completely incoherent, the same people who passive aggressively cough at my
smoke during the day will ask

From The Smoker
Raoul Biron
me for a smoke on a Thursday
night. If I’ve got a spare, I’m
usually happy to oblige. I’m
also happy to walk away from
anyone asking me not to smoke
around them. I’m not happy
paying a ticket for smoking
somewhere between Main Street
and the Peter T. Paul School
(if that even counts as ‘oncampus’).
New Hampshire doesn’t
have a public intoxication law.
Instead, the state’s criminal
justice system has compensated
by focusing on and prosecuting
vague town ordinance infringements and disorderly actions.
Communities like Durham will
always find a way to capitalize on drunk people, turning

mischief into revenue. Something has to pay for signs telling
students that “this is a family
neighborhood,” and clearing the
debris after some sports riot.
Transportation has been turned
into a steady revenue stream
for the school as well. Rules
for parking have changed from
semester to semester in the past,
letting the university capitalize further on students willing
to pay thousands to attend.
Cigarettes are being turned into
the same thing. If the university
gets $40 every time some kid in
front of Hamilton Smith lights a
cigarette, we’re allowing this to
perpetuate.
In fact, I’m still not sure
who the smoking prohibition
would be targeting. Sure there
are people who blow plumes of
vapor in classrooms, but most
students who smoke are acutely
aware of the rules on campus.

Keeping 20 feet of distance to
a building is reasonable, and
understood by the majority of
us smokers. The students most
impacted by this change in
regulation are actually the ones
paying the most to be here.
There are signs all over
campus advertising that less
than 10 percent of the student
community smoke. Anti-smoking ads and campaigns generally
aren’t effective—education is.
Retroactively punishing adults
willing to overpay for something negative won’t eradicate
the problem, and neither will
slapping tickets on hookahs and
vaporizers around campus. Until
the Nov. 22 vote and probably
beyond, I’ll be lighting up a
Camel.
Raoul Biron is a junior majoring in English/journalism.
Twitter: @RaoulBiron

In the defense of free speech

While some speech may be offensive, we need to remember that everyone has
the right to speak their mind, and it’s a right we shouldn’t try to take away.

A

fter reading a New York
Times article on the
growing racial tension
and doing some research, as well
as seeing the Facebook reactions
from UNH students and faculty
to the column “Losing sight of
what really matters” run in The
New Hampshire last week, I’ve
decided to write an opinion piece
of my own. Disclaimer: I feel the
need to clarify that this column
that you’re now reading is my
opinion—that’s why it’s on the
opinion page, and any vitriol you
feel after reading it should be directed at me, and not at The New
Hampshire as a publication.
The piece I’m referencing from the Times ran on Nov.
8 under the headline “Yale’s
Halloween Advice Stokes a Racially Charged Debate.” Yale’s
Intercultural Affairs Committee
(IAC) sent an e-mail in midOctober that asked students to
show restraint when choosing
Halloween costumes and to
avoid costumes with “feathered
headdresses, turbans, wearing
‘war paint’ or modifying skin
tone or wearing blackface or
redface.”
Erika Christakis, a Yale
faculty member who also serves
as an administrator in one of
the residence halls, responded
with an e-mail to her residents
after she said she received
complaints about the IAC email.
In her lengthy email, Christakis basically says that people
should dress however they
want for Halloween. She says,
“American universities were
once a safe space not only for
maturation, but also for a certain
regressive, or even transgressive, experience; increasingly, it
seems, they have become places

of censure and prohibition.”
Students—especially
students of color—did not take
kindly to Christakis’ e-mail, and
at least one public encounter
has taken place so far between
Yale students and Christakis’
husband, Nicholas, also a Yale
faculty member.

In a series of four
videos posted on
YouTube, Nicholas
can be seen engaging with angry
students. At one
point, Christakis
says that he stands
behind free speech,
to which one of the
students challenges
him, “even when it’s
offensive?”
In a series of four videos
posted on YouTube, Nicholas
can be seen engaging with angry
students. At one point, Christakis says that he stands behind
free speech, to which one of the
students challenges him, “even
when it’s offensive?”
“Even when it’s offensive,”
he replies. “Especially if it’s
offensive.”
From there, it goes south
quickly for Christakis, with
students demanding that he step
down from his position because
he stood behind his wife’s post,
which the students found of-

Yappin’ Yourell
Andrew Yourell
fensive, and because he didn’t
create a “home” for his students.
This is the crux of my
column—it’s time to clarify that
I won’t be touching the hornets’
nest that is a 21-year-old white
male talking about race and
privilege. I also won’t be delving into controversial Halloween costumes.
I just want to talk about
free speech and say that, in
my opinion, Christakis is 100
percent correct that offensive
language needs to be protected.
How tough is it to protect
speech that isn’t offensive or
obscene as opposed to protecting free speech that alienates?
I’d contend that it’s about as
tough as watching a marathon
on TV instead of lacing up your
shoes and hitting the asphalt.
Yale is a private institution,
but it receives federal funding
like almost every university in
the States. That’s why laws like
Title IX apply, and I’d contend
that these institutions (ignoring the fact that their primary
goal is to foster learning and
understanding) have a duty to
respect the First Amendment
and the right to free speech. To
fire the Christakises, and oust
them from their home at Yale,
would be a transgression by

the university, one that effectively censures and punishes the
couple for voicing an opinion
at odds with students. It sets a
glaring and dangerous precedent—speak out, get out.
Later in the YouTube video,
Christakis asks the students who
decides what is and isn’t offensive. Students replied, “when it
hurts me,” and “when it offends
me.”
“What if everybody say,
‘I’m hurt?’ Does that mean everyone else has to stop talking?”
Christakis asks.

But it’s my right to
speak my mind, as
much as you can
call Donald Trump
and Hillary Clinton
every word that
used to end with
Mom and Dad putting soap in your
mouth.
The reality is that no
one person, or one group of
people, gets to determine what
is and isn’t acceptable speech.
Hypothetically, if I were to run
around the MUB screaming
homophobic or racially insensitive comments, you’d hate me
for it. But it’s my right to speak
my mind, as much as you can
call Donald Trump and Hillary
Clinton every word that used to
end with Mom and Dad putting
soap in your mouth.
I’ve seen a number of angry

Facebook posts responding to
other TNH columns, referring to
them as ‘articles’ and shaming
our editorial staff for publishing them. Some posts have even
implied that the editors should
start picking and choosing
which columns to run and which
to avoid.
However offensive you
may find “Rightly Wrong,”
“From the Dingo,” “From the
Right,” “From the Left” or any
of the other columns you may
read in these pages, ask yourself
this: If we stop allowing these
voices to be heard, are we truly
a free press? The student voice?
I say no.
Disagree with me if you
want. Write a letter, and e-mail
it to The New Hampshire.
Instructions on how to get a letter published are printed at the
bottom of the editorial page two
times every week. It’s your right
as a member of the UNH community to write what’s on your
mind and have your opinion
read by thousands.
Just understand that it’s my
right as well.

Andrew Yourell is a senior
majoring in political science.
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Thumbs Down
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n order to help students grasp
complex ideas, teachers tend
to use visual examples in order to help students understand
theories. With physics, and especially the bizarre physics of
the universe, it’s a lot tougher to
show real-world examples, since
we can’t exactly take a field trip
to a black hole. Unless you’re on
Ms. Frizzle’s magic school bus, in
which case, please take me with
you.
This is a good segue, actually, because movies are typically
used to help students understand
these theories. Maybe a “Magic
School Bus” episode can be
shown to understand the basics
of space, or a “Bill Nye The
Science Guy” episode to better
understand relativity. But one
problem is that these are science
with some story; what we need
is a story with some science, and
the film “Interstellar” did just
that, and accurately. I’ll warn you
right now I’m about to spoil the
movie. So if you haven’t seen the
movie yet and intend to, I’d suggest you stop reading and move
on to a story on a different page
“Interstellar” touches on
topics that can be complex to illustrate to students. One example
is the wormhole. One of the
characters in the movie, Romilly,
breaks down how a wormhole is
a three-dimensional hole that acts
as a shortcut to another point in
space. He used a piece of paper

On The Classroom
Lia Windt

symbolizing space, folded it in
half, and poked a hole through. A
circle on paper becomes a sphere
when the paper is folded into a
new, higher dimension. Perhaps
this kind of demonstration would
be insulting to a scientist like
Cooper, but it clearly demonstrates a scientific theory.
Another theory the movie
touched on was relativity. One
of the potential planets, Miller,
is near a black hole, Gargantua.
Black holes have a massive
gravitational pull, so much
so that time is altered as well.
Because Miller is so close to
Gargantua, the gravitational pull
greatly affects time on the planet,
and therefore it leads to time
slowing down. An hour spent on
the planet equates to about seven
years back on Earth. Instead of
using formulas to describe what
is happening, an example is used
to show how relativity works.
Gravity is also very well illustrated because of the massive waves
that the planet has. Since the
black hole has such a strong pull,
the waves are tall like mountains,
much like how our moon affects
the tides on Earth.
Yet another theory is the
possibility of other beings, future

humans, existing in alternate
dimensions. When Cooper falls
into the black hole, he is led to a
peculiar visual of his daughter’s
bedroom in different points in
time. In this instance they try
to show how gravity, or Cooper’s attempts to communicate
to his daughter in the past, can
transcend dimensions like time.
Although it is very unlikely that
this complex visual exists in a
black hole, much less that Cooper would survive a black hole,
it encourages students to imagine
possibilities in the universe, and
creativity is important in developing new theories in the future.
Finally, the fact that the
world could become a massive dust bowl is a theory that
students need to be aware of. Perhaps climate change could push
us to that point. Perhaps humans
will be forced to leave Earth
and find a new planet to live on.
Students need to understand that
the Earth is in trouble, and we
can either save it or find a new
planet to inhabit. Maybe it would
be as close as Mars, and one of
the students could be the future
Mark Watney, but I would be
passing my word count if I had
the chance to talk about “The
Martian” as well.

Lia Windt is a senior majoring in communication.

A word on Veterans Day

O

n Wednesday, UNH observed Veterans Day—a
day that most children
get off from school, some parents get off from work and no
mail is delivered. It’s more important than Columbus or Labor
Day. Yet, as a country, we do not
do nearly enough for it.
Veterans Day is a day
where we can all stop and
think about all the brave men
and women who have proudly
worn the American uniform and
served our nation. Now, every
day should be a day where we
think of our men and women in
the military and their families,
especially around Thanksgiving and the holiday season. But
Nov. 11 is special because it’s
a day we can all be reminded
not to take what we have for
granted.
In light of Veterans Day,
I feel compelled to tell the
story Mike Huckabee told the
Republican National Committee
in 2008.
As Huckabee told the
story, on the first day of school
at Little Rock, Arkansas’ John
T. Robinson High School in
2005, a history teacher named
Martha Cothren paid tribute to
our military in one of the most
inspirational ways imaginable.
When the children filed into
their classroom looking for a
place to sit down, they saw no
desks. They asked Ms. Cothren
where all the desks went. She
replied that the students could

From The Right
Peter Hinman

have a school desk when they
earn one. As the students stood
puzzled and tried to guess how
they could earn desk, they
were disheveled when they
learned it would not come from
getting good grades and having good behavior, but rather
that it would be something
they needed to do separately,
something they had to earn. As
the day carried on and media
outlets filed into the classroom,
Ms. Cothren appeared to finally
give in. She walked over to the
door, and as she opened it 27
veterans came in, each carrying
in a school desk. After the desks
were placed neatly into rows by
the veterans, the students were
stunned. Ms. Cothren reminded
them that they don’t have to
earn a school desk, because our
veterans already had earned the
desks for them, and that having
a desk and getting an education should never be taken for
granted.
We tend to forget about
all the things our military has
earned for us because they ask
for so little in return. Today,
some people question whether
children should say the pledge
before school every day, or if
we should sing the national
anthem before sporting events.

Some people want to cut our
military budget, leaving our
brave men and women out of a
job and our country less safe in
a dangerous world.
It’s the guy who looks back
in line at 7 a.m. and see’s a man
wearing a uniform, and picks
up the tab for his coffee; it’s the
young child who waves a flag so
proudly on the 4th of July, not
quite yet having a true appreciation for what the flag stands
for. These little gestures to our
military are only a fraction of
what they deserve in return.
So, when we do say the
pledge of allegiance, or sing our
national anthem, we are reminding ourselves how grateful we
are to those who sacrifice time
with their families, pursuing
education, hobbies, and sometimes their lives, so the rest of
us can have a school desk and
enjoy a New England Patriots
game freely without having to
earn it.
Peter Hinman is a senior
majoring in political science.
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Thumbs up to free speech.

Thumbs down to censorship and anyone who promotes it.
Thumbs up to veterans. Thank you
for your service!
Thumbs down to taking our freedom
in this country for granted.
Thumbs up to a day off from class.

Thumbs down to procrastinating on
homework assignments.
Thumbs up to flu shots.

Thumbs down to the flu.

Thumbs up to healthy lungs.

Thumbs down to the negative side effects associated with smoking.
Thumbs up to a nice juicy steak and
cheese grinder.
Thumbs down to grease stains ruining your favorite shirt.
Thumbs up to Spotify.
Thumbs down to not being able to
listen to Taylor Swift on Spotify.
Thumbs up to Justin Bieber’s new
jams. They’re honestly so good.
Thumbs down to Bieber’s personality.
The Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down section represents the collective
opinion of The New Hampshire’s staff and does not necessarily represent the opinion of the student body. But it more than likely does.
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
to play and is set to battle for
the upcoming season. The senior forward looked extremely
healthy and explosive in the past
few weeks preparing for her ﬁnal
year at UNH, according to her
coach and teammates.
“She was really missed last
year,” Belanger said of her teammate. “Just the post presence and
the fact the she can run the ﬂoor,
it brings a huge a part to our
team. [Coia] is obviously a leader, a captain on and off the ﬂoor.
It’s great to have her back.”
The Wildcats are a versatile
squad with a variety of players
able to play different positions.
It’s clear that lineups will be
set according to each individual
game in order to produce the
best possible results on the ﬂoor.
Belanger and junior guard
Kristen Anderson provide an
explosive shooting ability and
fast-paced attack the ‘Cats will
rely on to win games. Like
Coia, Belanger was named to the
American East Preseason AllConference team.
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Men’s Basketball
November Schedule

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16
UNH will take the ﬂoor
Friday night against Lyndon
State College at 7 p.m. in Lundholm Gymnasium. The game
is part of a doubleheader with
the women’s team, which takes
on Colby-Sawyer College at 5
p.m. Lyndon State, a Division
III school, isn’t exactly a game
to circle on a schedule that includes UConn, Southern Methodist, Boston College and other
highly competitive teams. When
asked if they were prepared for
Lyndon State, the team’s answer
was simple.
“We are preparing for them
like any other team,” Smith said.
“Coach always tells us to prepare for them like they’re Kentucky or Duke. We are preparing
the regular way.”

Thursday, November 12, 2015

Lyndon State College
11/13 at 7:30 p.m.
Lundholm Gymnasium

American University
11/28 at 1 p.m.
Lundholm Gymnasium
Holy Cross
11/19 at 7 p.m.
Hart Center

Brown University
11/24 at 7 p.m.
Pizzitola Sports Center

UNH Coaching Staff
University of Connecticut
11/17 at 7 p.m.
Harry A. Gampel Pavilion

In the post, Coia and Carlie
Pogue, a sophomore center, give
UNH height and power to control the ball under the basket.
Pogue was named to the America East Conference All-Rookie
Team last season.
In the America East preseason poll UNH was ranked
third, an extremely motivating
ranking leading into the season, the team said. With a balance of seasoned vets and fresh
newcomers, the Wildcats seek to
bring not just a conference title
home to Lundholm Gymnasium
but an NCAA tournament berth.
“I think we’ve had a solid
preseason,” said Coach Maureen
Magarity. “Most people know
who we have and what we’re capable of.”
Magarity is entering her
ﬁfth season as the ‘Cats head
coach with an overall record of
73-76. Magarity and her staff
have managed four consecutive
double-digit win seasons during
her tenure at UNH.
The Wildcats’ season-opener will take place on Friday at
5 p.m. UNH plays host to Colby-Sawyer College, a Division
III opponent, in the Lundholm
Gymnasium.

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
FRESHMAN CLASS
Name and Number

Position

Height

No. 11 - Ashley Storey

F/C

6-3

No. 13 - Sam Sabino

G

5-8

No. 21 - Alli Gribbin

G/F

5-11

No. 24 - Raven Brathwaite

F

6-4

No. 25 - Emily Peters

G

5-6

No. 2 - Brittni Lai

G

5-6

No. 35 - Kat Fogarty

F

6-2

TRANSFERS

Bill Herrion: Head Coach
Ken Dempsey: Associate Head Coach
Chris Mohr: Assistant Coach
Marc Kuntz: Assistant Coach
Matt Miller: Graduate Student Manager

University of Connecticut
11/30 at 7 p.m.
Lundholm Gymnasium

Dear NFL and Jerry Jones: Cut Greg Hardy

The old saying “a picture
speaks a thousand words” might
not be correct in the case of Greg
Hardy. The report on Hardy’s
domestic violence case itself
was well over 10,000 words, but
one picture recently uncovered
by Deadspin.com spoke much,
much louder.
Hardy’s conviction of domestic violence was overturned
on appeal last February. The
charge was later erased from his
record, and his 10-game suspension from the NFL was reduced
to four games on appeal. The
Dallas Cowboys signed Hardy to
a 1-year, $11.3 million contract.
He was back to living his life.
Then came the pictures.
The pictures show Hardy’s
ex-girlfriend Nicole Holder badly bruised both around her neck,
back, and legs. The bruises were
a result of a domestic dispute
between Hardy and Holder. The
whole story starts with a long
night at various bars, but when
they returned to Hardy’s apartment, he lost it.“I tried to get
up, he pushed me,” Holder said
in Hardy’s initial trial. “Then I
started ﬁghting back, he threw
me into the bathroom, I hit the
back of the shower wall and fell
into the bathtub where he pulled
me out.”
He then dragged her by her
hair, threw her onto a futon covered in guns and began to strangle her.
“He was gonna kill me, this
is it… this is the time. He’s actually gonna do it,” Holder said to
police.
Then Hardy snapped out of
it and called his friend to come
into the room and start ﬁlming
as he attempted to get her to retaliate against him. It was Hardy who called 9-1-1 and it was
Hardy who played the victim.
The ﬁrst thing Holder said when
the police came was, “It doesn’t
matter, nothing is going to happen to him anyways.”
Look where we are. Greg

DONNELLY’S DOSSIER

Sam Donnelly
Hardy is still playing football.
Greg Hardy is still making loads
of money. Greg Hardy’s worst
punishment was a four-game
suspension.
There are only two groups
of people that can affect Hardy’s
status with the league: the Cowboys organization and NFL fans.
The Cowboys could do what’s
right and release him, both for
the sake of their organization
and because their season isn’t
looking great with a 2-6 record.
Jerry Jones, after Hardy made
remarks about Tom Brady’s wife
and got in an altercation with a
coach, had the audacity to call
Hardy a “real leader.” I’m not
saying he meant it off the ﬁeld,
but it is clear to me that he isn’t
a leader on the ﬁeld, especially
when he is on the team with Jason Witten, one of the most respected players in the league.
That’s the same Witten, who, by
the way, is also the poster boy
for the NFL’s domestic violence
awareness campaign.
Jerry Jones is simply an enabler. I understand the idea of
giving Hardy a second chance,
and I believe in second chances,
but he validates the public opinion of himself week in and week
out by doing stupid things on
the ﬁeld and making dumb comments off it.
Now we turn to the NFL
fans. Don’t watch Cowboy
games anymore. I watched Sunday Night Football this week. I

know it’s tough because I love
this game as much as the next
guy, but Jerry Jones, the NFL
and most certainly Greg Hardy
do not deserve our viewership
and our attention. I understand
he is one man on a team, but
he is one man who committed a crime that would get you
ﬁred from 99 percent of jobs in
the country as well as some jail
time. Instead he’s making over
$11 million this year alone and
the charge has been wiped from
his record.
You know what happened
when Aaron Hernandez was accused of murder? The Patriots
cut him. They didn’t wait for evidence to come out. The Atlanta
Falcons cut Michael Vick when
they saw the evidence against
him in the dog ﬁghting scandal.
The Cowboys saw the evidence
and gave Hardy a nice cushy
contract. Should domestic abusers, attempted murderers, and
child abusers be banned from the
league? It appears not, and we
can thank a commissioner who
went after Tom Brady for alleged ball tampering harder than
he went after Hardy for nearly
choking his girlfriend to death.
I am now speaking directly
to Roger Goodell (hope he reads
his copy of TNH this week). You
say you’re worried about the integrity of the game? Then why
in the world is Greg Hardy on an
NFL ﬁeld?
As UNH Class of 1982
alumna and Cowboys fan Jackie
McMullen said last week on ESPN’s Around the Horn,
“I don’t understand why
anybody would ever root one
second—one second—for the
Dallas Cowboys as long as Jerry
Jones is in charge of this football
team and his signing Greg Hardy
as a free agent to help his football team. If he saw those photos, shame on him. If he didn’t
see these photos, shame on him
even more.”
Ditto, Jackie. Ditto.

Add us on Snapchat and Instagram!
@tnhsports
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hockey preview
UNH at Merrimack College
Saturday at 7 p.m.; Lawler Rink in North Andover, MA
UNH is 3-4-1; Merrimack is 5-1-2

ANDREW POTURALSKI

After losing both games at
Michigan State last weekend the
Wildcats return to Lawler Arena
to take on the Merrimack Warriors
for the second time this season.
Although it’s only been two
weeks since the last time UNH
and Merrimack faced off, both
teams will bring something new
into Saturday’s matchup.
Since upsetting Merrimack
on Halloween, the Wildcats are
winless. They have allowed 12
goals in two games since playing
Merrimack.
The Warriors, by comparison, have ﬂipped the switch and
beaten Bentley and Canisius. The
two wins improve Merrimack’s
overall record to 5-1-2.
On paper, it would seem as
though the Warriors hold the advantage over the Wildcats. The
Wildcats are battling injuries,
most notably goaltender Adam
Clark, who helped spark the UNH
defense after taking over for current starter Danny Tirone. Despite

the wear and tear, the Wildcats
have proven tough to beat so far
for America East opponents.
UNH is 1-0-1 in Hockey East
play, with the win coming in the
ﬁrst meeting at Merrimack by a
score of 4-2. The Wildcats currently trail the Warriors in the Hockey
East standings by one point. The
conference standing implications
will add drama to this game for
both teams, as UNH looks to surpass Merrimack and the Warriors
look to gain space.
For UNH to win, the Wildcats will have to attack Merrimack
goaltender Collin Delia. Offensive
studs Tyler Kelleher and Andrew
Poturalski have been huge for the
Wildcats and are going to be players that Merrimack keys on.
Defensively, the Wildcats
have struggled to limit opposing teams, allowing 36 goals in
eight games, while only scoring
37 goals. If the UNH defense
can limit Merrimack’s chances to
score, the team could win again.

The road ahead
@ Merrimack 11/14
vs Massachusetts 11/20
vs Boston College 11/21
@ RPI 11/24
vs Bentley 11/28
@ Maine 12/4
vs Maine 12/5
vs Dartmouth 12/11
vs Maine 12/29
vs Maine 12/30
@ Vermont 1/6

CHINA WONG/STAFF

Kelleher, Poturalski shining as Wildcats’ offensive backbone
By MARK GARBINO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Wildcats have found
themselves one of the most dangerous offensive duos in all of
Hockey East.
Junior right wing Tyler
Kelleher and sophomore center
Andrew Poturalski are both off
to red-hot starts to the season
on UNH’s second line. Their
offensive numbers are staggering enough to make them two
of the top three scorers in the
conference, along with Dennis
Kravchenko of the University of
Massachusetts.
After exploding offensively
in his sophomore season to lead
the team in assists (24) and points
(42), Kelleher is on pace to exceed those numbers this season.
Through eight games, the Longmeadow, Massachusetts native
once again leads the Wildcats in
assists and points. He has accumulated four goals and 11 assists,
for 15 points and an average of
1.88 points per game.
Kelleher’s numbers are
enough for a tie with Kravchenko
for the Hockey East lead in points,
and sole possession of ﬁrst in assists in not only the conference,
but the nation. He is also tied for
the conference lead in power play
points with seven, matching Boston University’s Danny O’Regan.
Poturalski is right behind
Kelleher on the stat sheet, totaling six goals and eight assists, for
14 points and an average of 1.75

points per game. The offensively
gifted center was impressive in
his rookie season, ﬁnishing fourth
on the team in scoring with 14
goals and 29 points.
Poturalski now plays an even
larger role in the UNH offense,
with more of the responsibility
being placed on his shoulders after the graduation of three of last
year’s top ﬁve scorers.
The Williamsville, New
York native does not seem phased
by the added pressure, to no surprise of Kelleher, who praised his
work ethic.
“He [Poturalski] works
harder than anyone I know,” said
Kelleher.
The hard work is paying
off, and Poturalski’s numbers
speak for themselves. He ranks in
Hockey East’s top ﬁve in goals,
assists, total points, and power
play points. His three power play
goals put him in a four-way tie for
ﬁrst in the conference.
Kelleher and Poturalski’s
similar playing styles have led to
strong chemistry between them
that is translating onto the scoreboard. Their tallies combined are
responsible for nearly one third of
the team’s total goals so far this
season.
“We both like a puck possession game,” said Poturalski. “We
don’t like to dump and chase. We
both like to make skilled plays,
and we see each other well in the
offensive zone.”
Both Kelleher and Poturalski are offensive-minded play-

ers who use speed and skillful
stickhandling to their advantage.
At 5-foot-6-inches tall and 160
pounds, Kelleher is very agile in
the offensive zone and uses his
skating ability to create space for
passes.
“My ﬁrst look is to make a
pass,” said Kelleher. “I like to
pass the puck, and I think I can
score when I get the chance. I like
to be quick and use my vision out
there.”
The main area of his game
that Kelleher said he wants to improve on is his strength, as he is
one of the smaller players on the
ice on any given shift.
“Every day I’m just trying
to get stronger so I can ﬁght off
checks,” he said.
Poturalski considers himself
a playmaker as well, but he is also
a proﬁcient shooter. His quick,
accurate shot is a perfect ﬁt with
Kelleher’s knack for threading
passes.
In order to be a complete,
well-rounded hockey player, it is
important to be strong in all areas
of the ice.
Poturalski admits that he
needs to work on the defensive
zone aspects of his game.
“Coach [Umile] has been on
me, and we’ve been working all
year on that,” he said. “I think
that’s a big area of improvement
for me, and if I want to play at the
next level, that’s something I’ve
got to get better at.”
If either Kelleher or Potural-

ski can keep up their scoring rate
for the rest of the season, they
will have a solid chance at ﬁnishing as the top scorer in Hockey
East. No UNH player has led the
conference in scoring since the
2004-2005 season, when Sean
Collins earned the distinction.
The same season UNH also featured the conference’s secondhighest scorer, as Preston Callander ﬁnished second.
This year’s Wildcat tandem
has the potential to replicate
Collins’ and Callander’s feat
and sweep both the top spots in
Hockey East, but for now, the duo
are downplaying their individual
success.
“I’d say [our] line is clicking,” Kelleher said. “We’re just
ﬁnding ways to put the puck in
the net so far and it’s working.”

COURTESY OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS

Tyler Kelleher has 15 points
this season which leads the
UNH team and is tied for first in
Hockey East.

PUTTING OUT TWICE
A WEEK. SINCE 1911.

TNH
WWW.TNHDIGITAL.COM
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Andrew Poturalski has
recorded a point in five of
UNH’s eight games. He ranks in
the top 5 in goals, assists and
total points in Hockey East and
has been the beneficiary of
many of Kelleher’s assists.
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Wildcat gameday
UNH vs. Albany

Saturday at 7 p.m.; Bob Ford Field in Albany, N.Y.
UNH is 5-4; Albany is 3-6

In the hunt on the road
On defense: Jullian Turner
Defensive captain Jullian
Turner is leading one of the more
pleasant surprises for this Wildcats team, the defensive line.
There were a number of
question marks coming into the
season, especially on the defensive front, but the Wildcats’ unit
has stepped up and is currently
the No. 15 team in the FCS in
sacks per game, with 2.89.
In his first season as a starter,
Turner has thrived. He currently
has 34 tackles, 9.0 tackles for loss
and 4.0 sacks to go along with a
forced fumble.
UNH has been able to get
after passers all season long, but
the problem for the Wildcats’ defense has been stopping the run,
an issue compounded by the season-ending injury to starting linebacker DeVaughn Chollette and
the absence of Akil Anderson.
Ryan Farrell, Kevin McNally and Jared Kuehl have filled in
well for Anderson and Chollette
in recent weeks, but it will be
up to Turner and the big men up
front to nullify Albany’s running
back tandem of Elijah IbitokunHanks and Elliot Croskey, as well
as mobile Great Dane quarterback DJ Crook.

JULLIAN TURNER

For 11 years, the Wildcats
have been a fixture in the FCS
playoff picture.
UNH’s chances seemed in
peril with the team’s record at 3-4,
but a comeback win against URI
and an upset against then-fifth
ranked Richmond have the Wildcats a game over .500 with two
regular season contests remaining.
If the Wildcats can pull out
a win on the road, where they’ve
struggled, at Albany and fend off
rival Maine in the Dungeon to
end the season, the Wildcats have
a chance to make the playoffs,
where anything can happen.

CHINA WONG/STAFF

CHINA WONG/STAFF

Four Quarters

When UNH runs the ball
Junior running back Dalton Crossan missed last
week’s win over Richmond with a hamstring injury
and his availability for the Albany game is still in the
air. In his stead, expect to see heavy doses of Trevon
Bryant and Donald Goodrich. Bryant carried 19 times
for 88 yards last week and Goodrich added 51 yards
on 11 carries of his own. Crossan is an elite talent for
the Wildcats, but the team’s next-man-up mentality
means that they’re ready to go without him if need be.
When UNH passes the ball
Sean Goldrich is coming off of his best game
of the season. He completed 21 of 36 passes for 264
yards and two touchdowns in the win. Junior tight
end Jordan Powell has been UNH’s most consistent
receiving threat, with 32 catches for 316 yards and
four touchdowns, including two in last week’s game.

On offense: Sean Goldrich

When Albany runs the ball
Albany’s top threat in the running game is
freshman Elijah Ibitokun-Hanks, who has rushed
for 499 yards this season on 85 carries. The talented back is not the powerful downhill runner that
UNH has struggled with this year, but his speed and
quickness will be tough to contain for a Wildcats’
defensive unit that is without its top two linebackers, Akil Anderson and DeVaughn Chollette.
When Albany passes the ball
In last week’s win over Delaware, Great Dane
passers combined to go 4-15 for 27 yards, as the
team instead relied on churning out 262 yards on
the ground. DJ Crook leads Albany with 1,168 yards
passing and an 8:8 touchdown-to-interception ratio.
Crook is a threat to run, especially if UNH brings
the pressure in the passing game.

Coach Mac’s Take:
“One: [we] haven’t tackled real well on the road,
haven’t stopped the run. Two: [we’ve] turned the
ball over...Three: we haven’t been able to finish any
games on the road”
Head coach Sean McDonnell

Senior quarterback Sean
Goldrich has been having a down
year, but last week’s game against
Richmond was vintage Goldrich.
The captain threw for 264
yards and two touchdowns and
rushed for another score to lead
the Wildcats over the Spiders,
who were the fifth-ranked team
in the FCS prior to the game.
If Goldrich can replicate
last week’s success, the offense
should have no problem outscoring Albany on Saturday night.
Part of the reason for his success last week, Goldrich said, is
the rapidly improving receiving
corps. Nine different Wildcats

STATof theDAY

8

Pass
deflections
by defensive
back Casey
DeAndrade.

SEAN GOLDRICH
caught passes in the win over
Richmond.

TNH Picks
Andrew Yourell, Sports Editor: 28-20, UNH
Brian Dunn, Sports Editor: 27-20, UNH
Greg Laudani, Staff Writer: 35-21, UNH
Sam Donnelly, Staff Writer: 23-20, UNH
Sam Rabuck, Executive Editor: 34-21 UNH

sports

The Boston Celtics
dropped a 102-91 loss
to the Indiana Pacers on
Wednesday night to bring
their overall record to 3-4
this season.
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

Herrion’s team set to make a
run for America East crown

‘Cats ready for 2015

By SAM DONNELLY
STAFF WRITER

After a tough loss at NJIT, spring workouts, summer school, and preseason, the
UNH men’s basketball is set to begin the 2015-16 season. Last season the Wildcats set
a program record with 19 wins and made an appearance in the CollegeInsiders.com
postseason tournament.
“We are all just excited that basketball season is here,” junior Jacoby Armstrong
said. “It’s been a long process from summer to preseason and now we are ready to go
prove everyone wrong.”
Who exactly are the Wildcats out to prove? For years now the America East conference has been ruled by teams like Vermont and Albany, but this season the Wildcats
have a chance to dethrone those teams. Last season the ‘Cats were close with them each
time they played, including a win at home against Vermont by a score of 73-68. The
Wildcats also have to prove that last season wasn’t just a one-time thing, and, with that
success, they now must play with the target of their back.
“We had a great year, maybe we snuck up on some people and won some games,”
head coach Bill Herrion said. “What that does is it raises the bar, it raises the expectation level, now we have a bulls-eye on our back every time we step on the court. The
terrain has changed for us.”
The goal of this team this season remains the same as it always has: win an America East Championship and grab the automatic bid to the NCAA tournament.
“We want to make it to the NCAA tournament,” junior Jaleen Smith said. “That’s
really our main goal this year.”
This year, that seems like a legitimate possibility. There are a few question marks
though. Former UNH three-point specialist Matt Miller didn’t receive a sixth year from
the NCAA after his appeal was denied. That leaves an opening in the starting lineup.
The obvious person to fill the role would be senior guard Ronnel Jordan, who uses
great athleticism to get the rim and lock guys down on defense, but there are other guys
who can play that spot too.
“Ronnel now is going to get a lot of minutes and he is going to get a great opportunity,” Herrion said. “Pat McNamara, who is a true freshman for us, has played very
well in our two closed scrimmages, as far as shooting the ball. Daniel Dion is a proven
three-point shooter in his first two years at UNH. I think it will be a combination of
those three guys.”
From that, it might appear that the three-guard spot is the most important to the
team’s success this season. But the X-factor, in Herrion’s eyes, is sophomore big man
Iba Camara.
“He gives you a [6-foot-9-inch], long athlete, skilled athlete in the frontcourt,”
Herrion said. “His points-to-rebounds-per-minutes-played last season was through the
roof. Any time you can get an inside player with size, it’s a really added plus.”
The Wildcats won’t be heading into the season completely healthy. Junior guard
Keon Burns, who Herrion said played good minutes in those two closed scrimmages, is
currently battling a toe injury, and that will hurt the Wildcats’ depth early.
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Junior captains Jacoby Armstrong (left) and Jaleen Smith (right) answer questions
during the UNH men’s basketball team’s media day on Wednesday.
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UNH women’s basketball head coach Maureen Magarity discusses the team’s
upcoming season at media day. The Wildcats were the No. 3 pick in America East
preseason polls and begin their season on Friday at home against Colby-Sawyer.
By TRISTEN BIANCO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After a loss in the quarterfinals of the America East Championships last year, the
UNH women’s basketball team is looking to rebound as a title contender for the 201516 season.
The ‘Cats finished fourth in conference play at the end of last season, with a record
of 9-7 in America East and a 17-12 overall record.
Despite the loss of five letterman, including Sarah-Marie Frankenberger and Kaylee Kilpatrick, the Wildcats have nine key contributors returning. In addition to the
veteran squad, six new freshman joined the team.
UNH will be led by two senior captains, Elizabeth Belanger and Corinne Coia.
Belanger finished last season as a member of the America East All-Conference First
Team. The senior guard played in 28 of 28 games last year, leading the team with 15.8
points and 6.5 rebounds per game.
Coia returns to the court after missing last season with an ACL injury. Coia, who
was named to the American East Preseason All-Conference Team, has been cleared
WBB continued on Page 13
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Women’s basketball captains Elizabeth Belanger (left) and Corinne Coia (right) take
a break from Wednesday’s practice to preview the upcoming season at media day.

